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IMPORTANT INFORMATION

The use of this program Module 'Module' and other associated Products 
and Applications are subject to the Terms & Conditions (Terms) available at: 

www.powerofcalm.com and ancillary websites (collectively, the Site).  

Please read these Terms carefully before using the Module. By using the 
Module, you indicate that you accept these Terms and that you agree to 
abide by them. 

A summary of certain key warranty disclaimers and provisions is additionally 
available for you to read on the back of this module e-booklet.

COPYRIGHT COMPACT HEALTH PTY LTD 
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So, we now know WHAT stress is and WHY it may be unwise 
to ignore it. We also know that, in modern times, our bodies 
instinctive stress response is often an overreaction.  A ‘fight 
or flight’ solution to a set of challenges that rarely require any 
physical action at all.

A dry mouth, trembling hands, tense muscles and growling 
stomach never helped anyone to impress at a job interview.  
Nor did heightened anxiety and sweaty armpits ever help you 
beat the traffic. When it becomes clear that persistent stress 
is more of a hindrance than help to your wellbeing, it’s nice to 
know that there may be something you can do about it.

In this section we will discuss “How to Address Stress”.

As with any internal response stress can mean something 
different to everyone.

• We already know that stress is a response to a situation 
rather than something that exists in its own right.

• Accordingly, different things will stress different people.
• Things that stress us are often a result of our life experience.

While the sources of our stress are highly personal, there 
are some universal strategies for addressing it that may be 
helpful to us all.

There are generally two schools of thought when it comes to 
stress management - one that focuses on the psychology of 
stress and one that focuses on its biology.  

HOW TO ADDRESS STRESS
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ADDRESSING THE PSYCHOLOGY OF STRESS

By now you’d certainly appreciate that, as with almost every 
response in the human body, the stress response begins in the 
brain.   When our command centre perceives us to be under 
threat or serious challenge, it sends out a message of ‘red alert,’ 
preparing us for self defence.

As we now realise, this can often be an unnecessary physical 
overreaction to a situation that would most likely benefit from a 
calmer, more thoughtful approach.

Being able to identify the issues and environments that cause 
us to mistake common challenges for physical threats is a key 
cornerstone of successful stress management.

We have compiled a list of some common, general strategies 
recommended by doctors, psychologists, and a variety of stress 
management professionals to help address stress psychology 
on the following page.

Addressing the psychology of your own stress, however,  is 
a personal journey, one that can often be made easier with 
the support of others.  If you find it difficult to engage with 
some of the general strategies listed, consider reaching out 
to your health practitioner.  He or she should be able to put you 
in touch with an appropriate specialist who can focus more 
specifically on your individual circumstances.
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ADDRESSING THE BIOLOGY OF STRESS

While the sources of our stress are highly personal, the human 
body’s response to it is generally universal.

We may not know exactly what will stress whom, when and by 
how much, but we do have a fairly good idea of what physically 
goes on in the body when stress takes hold.

The stress response is a powerful physiological response 
to a perceived threat or challenge. Recognising this fact is 
a key ingredient to effective stress management.

• We need to recognise when we are under stress’s influence,
• Build physical resilience to cope with it, and
• Understand how we can control it when it’s being more

harmful than helpful

Some of the most common general strategies recommended 
by doctors, psychologists, and a variety of stress management 
professionals to help recognise and then address the physical 
symptoms of stress are listed on the next page.

Many of these strategies are simply good sense.  By this stage 
in the module, you’re better equipped than most to identify the 
physical warning signs of the stress response.   Presumably, 
you are also aware that looking after your general health is very 
important to building physical resilience.  

Considerations like exercise and good nutrition deserve educa-
tional modules of their own. We would strongly encourage you 
be mindful of these critical aspects of your health and wellbeing.

But now, we’d like to turn your attention to arguably the most 
powerful tool available in the fight against stress.  It may be 
listed at the bottom of the table, but it tops our list.  Relaxation.
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RELAXATION.

Don’t worry.  You haven’t made it this far for us to send you on 
your way with a directive to ‘just relax’.  We’re not that brave!

It may sound familiar, and a little nondescript, but relaxation is 
the most potent word in the Address Stress module. Learning 
how to relax effectively is among the most universal, accessible 
and effective stress management strategies available to us.

There is so much more to this ‘throw away’ word than meets 
the untrained eye.  In fact, it’s so important, that we are going to 
spend the rest of this section talking to you about it.

You see, relaxation is not just about kicking back under a palm 
tree with a coconut (although that may help!). It is about encour-
aging our minds to quit ‘punching at shadows’, and persuading 
our brain to drop the constant fire drill it keeps us running.  

When overdone, these practices are the enemies of our health 
and peace of mind.

In today’s world, it’s quite simply not practical to remove all the 
potential sources of your stress.  However, it is possible to teach 
yourself how to gain better control and understanding of your 
stress response, regardless of its source. 

Learning how to relax, calm the mind and settle the body is a 
valuable life skill and a critical part of understanding ‘How to 
Address Stress’. 

It is to this endeavour that we now turn our attention. We’d like 
to start this part of the module with a quick introduction.

The stress response has a ‘better half’ and it’s time you 
were introduced.
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The Relaxation Response

You have heard much about the stress response in previous 
sections.  In fact, if you’ve read sections 1 and 2, you may now 
be rather well versed in its operation.

What we have not yet shared with you is a critical yet under 
appreciated fact, central to the understanding of stress man-
agement.  The stress response has an inseparable partner - an 
opposite, less troublesome, more understated twin.

The relaxation response.

The relaxation response can be described as your body’s 
counterweight to the stress response and it was famously 
described by the renowned Harvard cardiologist, Doctor 
Herbert Benson. 5

• The relaxation response is as impressive, powerful and
most certainly as important as its better known twin.

• Just as stress results in a number of powerful physiological
responses in the body, being calm and relaxed also enables
impressive capabilities.

When in a state of calm, the body can switch its attention 
from persistently ‘punching at shadows’ to the crucial func-
tions of repair, re-balance and regeneration.

Your stress and relaxation responses are complimentary, but 
each takes centre stage at the expense of the other.

• When you are in a calm state, stress and its symptoms can
retreat to the sidelines.

• When the stress response is in full swing, the key functions
associated with repair, re-balance and regeneration can be
brought to their knees.
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When the body is being prepared for ‘fight or flight,’ processes 
that can wait for a few minutes are put on hold.  This may occur 
regardless of their long-term importance.  

Conversely, when you are relaxed, the noise of the ‘fight or 
flight’ commands are silenced and your body will get on with its 
important daily chores. 

Persistent levels of stress will mean this housekeeping is not 
done properly, if at all.  The result may well be a run down, low 
energy version of you.

The interplay between the responses of stress and relaxation is 
co-ordinated by your autonomic (involuntary) nervous system, 
a system consisting of two main branches:

• Sympathetic nervous system
• Parasympathetic nervous system

Yes, these are fancy names, but there is no need to remember 
them. The diagram on the opposite page explains their function 
and associated processes.

A proper balance between these systems is essential to your 
health, vitality and happiness. 

The interaction between our stress and relaxation response 
is involuntary.  But does that mean it’s beyond our control?

Through a set of exhaustive studies, Dr. Herbert Benson and 
his team at Harvard University set out to prove a simple but 
crucial fact.

Despite being an involuntary action, we all have the ability to 
flick the stress switch in the opposite direction!
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In an attempt to prove this, the researchers set out to establish 
that, via an appreciation of ‘cause and effect,’ both animals and 
people were able to influence involuntary actions. 6

For example.

• By understanding that they would receive treats only when
calm (as measured by their blood pressure), monkeys
showed they could relax at will.

• Humans had no need for this bribery in experiments.  When
given the “task” of dropping our blood pressure, it was shown
we could do this by simply calming ourselves mentally and
physically using some basic exercises.  We just needed to
appreciate that one would lead to the other.

Neither humans nor monkeys have direct control over their 
blood pressure yet both are still able to influence it when asked. 
It’s a bit like buying flowers for your partner.  You have no direct 
control over their mood but you can be relatively sure that you 
can influence it by the way you treat them. What goes for blood 
pressure and flowers also goes for stress.

We may not be in direct control of our relaxation response, 
but we can activate it indirectly with practice. 

Just as we can get our adrenaline pumping by ‘psyching our-
selves up’ we can also affect our blood pressure, heart rate and 
a host of other involuntary functions by doing just the opposite.

Psyching yourself down sounds full on. Let’s just call it relaxing! 

It took an awfully long time for many of us to come to this simple 
but profound realisation. Man had been to the moon six times 
before a team of Harvard scholars finally got us to acknowledge 
our innate ability to simply and effectively address the symp-
toms of our stress.
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The Harvard researchers extended their study to measure 
the effects of traditional relaxation techniques.  Convincing  
results soon followed.

After studying a variety of traditional techniques, the team found 
many to be effective in engaging the relaxation response.  They 
found the following functions to be significantly influenced by a 
simple proactive approach to relaxation. 7

• Oxygen consumption
• Respiratory rate
• Heart rate
• Blood pressure
• Muscle tension

Elsewhere in the world, people have needed less persuading 
that stress is an issue worthy of attention. What, for us, took 
thousands of clinical studies to prove has been accepted as 
basic knowledge for thousands of years in many cultures.

There are many approaches to calming the mind and body 
but there is a common theme.

Accessing the physiological benefits of relaxation requires us to 
turn down the chatter of the busy world we live in. Quietening 
the constant mental hum that keeps the stress response on its 
toes can place profound relaxation well within our reach.

There are lots of ways to relax.  While we  have our own 
technique, which we will share with you shortly, we have 
provided you with some information on ten of the most popular 
relaxation methods in a convenient table on the following page. 
We would encourage you to speak to your health practitioner 
about which methods may be best for you to try.  Everyone is 
different.  The important thing is to engage with something that’s 
appropriate for you, enjoyable and makes you relax effectively.
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The Address Stress Relaxation Exercise

We know how busy life can be.  So we set our minds to 
identifying, in our view,  the most effective components of a 
broad range of relaxation exercises.  Our ultimate goal was to 
combine these components into a single technique that was 
simple, effective and could be practiced anytime you had a 
moment to do so.

Incorporating a set of criteria proposed by Harvard researchers 
as ‘critical to encouraging the relaxation response’ 19 we set our 
minds passionately to task.

The result is the Address Stress relaxation exercise.

It’s powerful, simple, scientific, and it can be done pretty much 
anywhere it’s safe to sit down and close your eyes.

We will introduce you to it in a couple of pages!
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A Note on Breathing

Breath is a central focus of many relaxation techniques, and for 
very good reason. 

We all know breathing is important.  Doing without it for a minute 
or two will bring that point home very quickly indeed. What few 
people realise is that breathing is not simply about delivering 
oxygen to the body.   There are many other critical functions that 
depend upon the way we breathe, including:

• Maintaining the chemical balance in our system, a delicate
job critical to a host of life sustaining processes.

• Control of smooth muscle tubes, the delivery network of the
body from blood to air and beyond.

When stressed, your breathing rate may rise in anticipation of a 
level of activity that doesn’t actually arrive.  In these cases, you 
can be said to be ‘over breathing’.

Your body may notice this inefficiency and try to slow down your 
gas exchange by constricting your air passages.  This is why 
anxiety is often accompanied by a tight chest.

For this reason, many effective relaxation techniques focus on 
bringing our stressed breathing back down to more functional  
levels.  There is a dual benefit to this.

1. Breathing can provide a mental focus to help you trigger the
relaxation response.

2. Functional breathing can help to balance the body’s internal
chemistry and promote efficient oxygen delivery.

There’s more wisdom (and science) to the advice “calm down 
and take a deep breath” than you may have thought!
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THE ADDRESS STRESS EXERCISE

So by this stage in the module, you know WHAT stress is, WHY 
it’s so important to address, and HOW to go about doing so.  
Now it’s time to put this valuable knowledge into practice.

With the support of your health practitioner, you may find it help-
ful to explore a range of different relaxation techniques to find 
those that are most appropriate, enjoyable and effective for you.

We’re quite proud of our own relaxation exercise and we’d like 
to share it with you now.

The Address Stress Exercise is:

1. Based on scientific principles
2. Easy to do anywhere
3. Useful in reducing the symptoms of stress

We’ve drawn on the broad experience of leading academics, 
physicians and practitioners in the field to help create a simple 
but powerful relaxation exercise.

There is no ‘secret technology’ involved, no ambitious goals 
of enlightenment or any requirement to relinquish your worldly 
possessions.  

The exercise is simply a powerful tool designed to help calm 
your mind and relax your body. The beauty and effectiveness of 
the Address Stress exercise lies in its simplicity.

• Relaxing resonant sounds to calm the mind
• A breathing guide to bring you to a state of balance and

focus
• A period of silence to take back with you into your day
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Under the right conditions, flicking off the stress switch is some-
thing the human body has the built-in ability to do. An effective 
way to do this is to simply calm the mind.

Simple?  You many be thinking.  Ha! That’s easy for us to say!

Well, in fact it is simple. 

It’s not always easy at first, but it is rather straightforward. The 
key is to draw your mind gently away from the things it’s fussing 
over and towards a ‘focus’ that requires little or no thought - a 
soothing sound or your breath, for example.

Eventually your mind may come to prefer this peaceful focus 
in place of less enticing activities, such as running through the 
shopping list for the fifth time since breakfast.
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Once pleasantly distracted, the mind may soon let go of these 
unnecessary thoughts, and just like that, if only for a moment, 
there is stillness.

In this state, the brain calls off the alert, halts the stress reaction, 
and the body becomes calm and relaxed. 

The Address Stress exercise can introduce these moments of 
calm and stillness into your daily routine.

They might be fleeting at first as your thoughts come and go, but 
the more you practice, the more frequent and extended these 
periods of calm and mental silence may become.

Before too long, you may find the calm persists not only during 
the exercises, but also into the rest of the day.

A calmer you is a more balanced and vital you. 

Next steps:

The rest of this section is dedicated to explaining how to access 
and engage with the Address Stress relaxation exercises.  

We have provided a lot of detail later in this section for those 
who are so inclined,  but all you really need to remember is this:

The Address Stress exercises are as easy as 1-2-3.

1. Sit comfortably, close your eyes and listen to the calming
sounds.

2. Breathe comfortably along with the breath guide from when
it fades in, until it fades out.

3. Trust that if you do these two simple things you’re doing it
right!
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THE ADDRESS STRESS
EXERCISES AND APP

The Address Stress app is designed to be used both as a 
'stand alone' relaxation tool, AND as your guide through the 
Power of Calm 14-Day Program.

This e-booklet will show you how to download the Address 
Stress app and run you through it's features.  The Power of 
Calm 14-Day Program e-booklet will show you how to use 
the app to support you through the 14-Day Program.
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The Address Stress app is available for 
most smart phones and tablets. It is 
supported on the Apple iOS platform (version 
6.1 and above) and AndroidTM platform 
(version 4.0.3 or above)

If your device has an operating system 
below the supported versions, you may wish 
to consider upgrading to the latest version 
offered.

THE ADDRESS STRESS APP

The Address Stress exercises are available via the Address Stress app. If 
you are engaging with the Power of Calm 14-Day program you will use this 
app for the relaxation exercises suggested in the program.
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1. DOWNLOAD THE FREE VERSION OF THE ADDRESS
STRESS APP.

• If you have a supported smartphone or tablet, the Address
Stress app is available from both the Apple App Store (Apple
is a trademark of Apple Inc.) and the Google PlayTM Store.

• Simply access the Apple App Store or Google PlayTM store
on your device and search for: Address Stress

• Download the app. The Address Stress app can easily be
recognised by the following  logo:

• If you can’t find the app this way, you can directly access it
from the appropriate app store via our website:

www.powerofcalm.com/modulesupport

HOW TO DOWNLOAD AND START 
USING THE ADDRESS STRESS APP
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2. UPGRADE YOUR APP TO THE FULL VERSION BY
USING YOUR SERIAL NUMBER.

Program participants have free access to the upgraded 
version of the Address Stress app.  This can be accessed in 
the following way:

Your Serial Number is:  cphas2agen15

Your device will then automatically download the full version of 
the app giving you access to all the Address Stress exercises 
and programs.

If you need help at anytime while using the app, please look for 
the nearest Help button, which appears throughout the app as 
a question mark within a circle.

You’re now ready to start your Address Stress exercises!

Press the Full Version Upgrade  tab 
at the bottom of the main menu 
page.

Enter a valid email address into the 
box as instructed

Enter your serial number into the 
box as instructed.
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Select your own Address Stress exercises 
to do anytime you like via this tab. Simply 
choose an exercise, select your preferred 
breath rate and you’re ready to go. 

Use the app to guide you through the 
Power of Calm 14-Day program. Full 
instructions on how to set this up are 
included in the 14-Day Program E-Booklet 
that you will engage with next.

Let out some steam with a 2 minute ‘quick 
relax’ exercise called a Pressure 
Valve.  You can use this, if safe, anytime 
you feel yourself getting stressed during 
the day.

HOW TO USE THE ADDRESS STRESS
APP

Once you’ve upgraded to the full version of the app, you will 
have access to the full Main Menu screen. This screen allows 
you to engage with the app in three different ways:

The Address Stress app is simple.  Please feel free to rely 
on the app to guide you through.

For those who prefer more detail, a step-by-step guide can 
be found in the optional ‘Detail’ section -   in the ‘How to 
Address Stress’ E-Book.

A more detailed discussion on the Address Stress app and 
its features and be found in Appendix 1.
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APPENDIX 1

USING THE ADDRESS STRESS APP

A STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE
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The Relaxation Exercises tab on the Main Menu gives 
you access to individual Address Stress exercises 
anytime to choose.

Getting started involves just two simple steps.

• 10-Minute exercise
• 15-Minute exercise
• 20-Minute exercise

The duration you choose will depend on:

• The time you have available to do the exercise
• How comfortable you are with the relaxation exercises in

general

Usually we suggest that you start with 10 minutes and work 
your way up as time and comfort permit.

Voice Guided Tutorial 

In addition to the 10, 15 and 20 minute exercises there is also 
a Voice Guided Tutorial. This track will comprehensively guide 
you through a 10-minute Address Stress exercise, explaining 
the basic elements common to all the exercises.

We suggest that all new users start with the tutorial.
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Each exercise contains a period of guided breathing.  

Some folks breathe slower, and some a little faster, so the app 
has three different levels to choose from:

Generally, most people choose to start with ‘Moderate’.  If that 
feels too fast, try ‘Slow’.  

Each exercise will guide you to gently slow your breathing, so it 
is important that you choose a level that starts you at a breath 
rate you are comfortable with.

The exercises are not supposed to be challenging.  Your 
breathing should always be calm, relaxed and gentle.

If at any time during an exercise you feel uncomfortable, simply 
stop the exercise and try a more appropriate level.  As always, 
you can press the help button for more information.

Once you’ve selected your exercise duration and your breath 
rate, you’re almost ready to go. Press the Next button at the 
bottom of the screen to advance to the Main Exercise page.

Steady:   Guided breathing rate between 8-9 
breaths per minute

Moderate: Guided breathing rate between 6-8 
breaths per minute

Slow: Guided breathing rate between 5-7 
breaths per minute
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THE MAIN EXERCISE PAGE

Each Address Stress exercise is divided into 5 simple parts.  

All you need to do is sit back, relax and listen. 

The progress bar (opposite page) tracks your progress through 
the exercises.  The exercises are designed to be done with your 
eyes closed, but the progress bar will allow you to sneak a peek 
at your progress if you ever feel the need.

The segments will appear as soon as you press the Start  button 
and will gradually fill with colour as your exercise progresses. 

Each Address Stress exercise is divided up similarly:

• Sit upright in a safe and comfortable position, put on your
headphones and gently close your eyes.

• Allow the calming sounds to build around you, a shelter from
the day and its distractions.

A new sound will fade in.  This is your breath guide.  

• Breathe in as the sound rises and out as the sounds falls.
• Breathing calmly and full from your belly (diaphragm), rather

than shallow from your chest may give you more control.
• Breathe through your nose if you can.

The breath guide will gently slow your breathing as the exercise 
progresses.
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• The breath guide will fade out and leave you surrounded by
calming sounds for a few minutes.

• Just sit quietly and breathe however it feels comfortable.
• Your breathing may slow down, speed up, or stay the same.

There is no right or wrong.  Just relax and enjoy the sounds.

The calming sounds will fade to silence.  Enjoy the calm and 
stillness for a few moments.

Light, crisp chimes will slowly bring your attention back to your 
surroundings.  When you hear them, start to gently bring your 
awareness back to your body.  

• Rub your hands
• Shift your feet
• Touch your face

In fact, do whatever you like to calmly re-engage with the world 
around you. But please keep your eyes closed until the chimes 
fade to complete silence.  Once the chimes have totally faded, 
your exercise is complete.  Slowly open your eyes and return to 
your daily activities, hopefully feeling a little calmer and clearer.

Ready to start? 

Simply press the Start button, sit back, and get ready to enjoy 
some serious relaxation!
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If you’re having trouble getting into the exercises or some-
thing doesn’t feel quite right, simply stop the exercise and 
press the Help button. 

The Help button will give you access to a trouble shooting screen 
that addresses the most common issues new users experience.

Topics covered include:

• Choosing the right breath rate
• How to deal with busy thoughts
• What to do if you feel a little unsettled during your exercise
• Tips on how best to interact with the exercise

If at anytime during an exercise you feel unwell please stop 
the track and talk to your health practitioner before you 
continue.

HELP
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Release some steam with a Pressure Valve exercise.

• The Pressure Valve exercise is a short  ‘quick relax’, two- 
minute breathing exercise that can be done anytime during
the day to help calm and centre you.

• You can access it from the Main Menu page of the Address
Stress app.

• Sit comfortably (eyes open or closed) and breathe in and
out with the breath guide.

• If you are doing the Pressure Valve exercise with eyes open,
you may wish to mute the sound using the speaker button at
the bottom right of the screen.

• The Pressure Valve is designed to help you let out some
steam when you feel a stress response starting to build.

Sometimes an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of 
cure!
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The 14-Day Program

• The full version of the Address Stress app gives you access
to three different 14-Day Programs, each designed to help
you get into the habit of bringing a little bit of calm into your
daily routine.

• The app will guide you through selecting and setting up a
program of your choice.

• The 14-Day Programs are centered around the Address
Stress relaxation exercises but also include strategies
aimed at stress awareness and stress minimisation.

If you’d like to try one of the programs, please proceed to 
the ‘14-Day Program’ E-book .
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• The information contained in this Module is for general information purposes
only.  While we endeavour to keep the information up-to-date and correct, we
make no representations or warranties of any kind, express or implied, about the
completeness, accuracy, reliability, suitability or availability with respect to the
Module for any purpose. Any reliance you place on the information is therefore
strictly at your own risk.

• The Module is not an attempt to practice medicine or provide medical advice.
Use of this Module does not establish a doctor-patient relationship. Any health
information in the Module, whether provided by Compact Health or by contract
from outside providers, is provided simply for your convenience.

• The information in the Module is intended for general information purposes only.
It does not take into account your own personal circumstances.  It is not intended 
to be advice, it is not intended to be relied upon and it is not a substitute for
professional medical advice based on your personal circumstances.  It is not to
be used or relied on for any diagnostic or treatment purposes.

• If	you	suffer	 from	any	health	conditions	please	consult	with	your	health	practi-
tioner prior to doing any exercises in the Module.

• While unlikely, it is possible that some people who do the exercises in the Module
may feel discomfort, unwell or anxious.   These people have a risk of harm.  If
while using the Module, you feel discomfort, unwell or unusually anxious at any
time, please stop the exercise immediately and speak to your health practitioner
for approval to continue, before continuing.

• Do not make changes to any current treatments or medications you are using
without referring to your health practitioner.

• We are not liable or responsible for any actions taken due to you having read
the Module.  In particular, to the fullest extent permitted by law, we give no
representation or warranties about the accuracy, completeness, or suitability for
any purpose of the information, other materials and information published in the
Module.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

This booklet (Module) is provided by Compact Health Pty Ltd (ABN 34 166 539 180).  
Use of this Module is subject to the Terms & Conditions (Terms) available at: 
www.addressstress.comess.com and ancillary websites (colle , the Site).  
The Terms contain warranty disclaimers and other provisions that limit our liability to 
you.  Please read the Terms carefully before using the Module. Please contact us if you 
have any questions.  You can contact us at admin@adressstress.com.  By using the 
Module, you indicate that you accept these Terms and that you agree to abide by them. 
If you do not agree to these Terms, please do not use the Module.




